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Abstract

Learning curves for Gaussian process �GP� regression can be
strongly a�ected by a mismatch between the �student� model and
the �teacher� �true data generation process�� exhibiting e�g� multiple
over	tting maxima and logarithmically slow learning� I investigate
whether GPs can be made robust against such e�ects by adapting
student model hyperparameters to maximize the evidence �data
likelihood�� An approximation for the average evidence is derived
and used to predict the optimal hyperparameter values and the re

sulting generalization error� For large input space dimension� where
the approximation becomes exact� Bayes
optimal performance is
obtained at the evidence maximum� but the actual hyperparame

ters �e�g� the noise level� do not necessarily re�ect the properties of
the teacher� Also� the theoretically achievable evidence maximum
cannot always be reached with the chosen set of hyperparameters�
and suboptimal performance can then result� In lower
dimensional
learning scenarios� the theory predicts�in excellent qualitative ac

cord with simulations�that evidence maximization eliminates log

arithmically slow learning and recovers the optimal scaling of the
decrease of generalization error with training set size�

� Introduction

Gaussian processes �GPs� are by now a popular alternative to feedforward networks
for regression ��� They make prior assumptions about the problem to be learned
very transparent� and�even though they are non
parametric models�inference is
straightforward� Much work has been done to understand the learning behaviour of
GPs as encoded in the learning curve� i�e� the average generalization performance
for a given number of training examples �� �� �� ��� This has mostly focused on
the case where the �student� model exactly matches the true �teacher� generating
the data� In practice� such a match is unlikely� In �� I showed that much richer
behaviour then results� with learning curves that can exhibit multiple over	tting
maxima� or decay logarithmically slowly if the teacher is less smooth than the
student assumes� An intriguing open question was whether these adverse e�ects
of model mismatch can be avoided by adapting the student model during learning�
This is the issue I address in the present paper� focusing on the adaptation of model
�hyper
�parameters by maximization of the data likelihood or evidence�



In its simplest form� the regression problem is this� We are trying to learn a function
�� which maps inputs x �real
valued vectors� to �real
valued scalar� outputs ���x�� A
set of training data D consists of n input
output pairs �xl� yl�� the training outputs
yl may di�er from the �clean� teacher outputs ���xl� due to corruption by noise�

Given a test input x� we are then asked to come up with a prediction ���x�� plus
error bar� for the corresponding output ��x�� In a Bayesian setting� one does this by
specifying a prior P ��� over hypothesis functions and a likelihood P �Dj�� with which
each � could have generated the training data�� from these the posterior distribution
P ��jD� � P �Dj��P ��� can be deduced� For a GP� the prior is de	ned directly over
input
output functions �� Any � is uniquely determined by its output values ��x�
for all x from the input domain� and for a GP� these are assumed to have a joint
Gaussian distribution �hence the name�� The means are usually set to zero so that
the distribution is fully speci	ed by the covariance function h��x���x��i � C�x� x���
The latter transparently encodes prior assumptions about the function to be learned�
Smoothness� for example� is controlled by the behaviour of C�x� x�� for x� � x�
The Ornstein
Uhlenbeck �OU� covariance function C�x� x�� � a exp��jx � x�j�l�
produces very rough �non
di�erentiable� functions� while functions sampled from
the radial basis function �RBF� prior with C�x� x�� � a exp�jx � x�j����l��� are
in	nitely often di�erentiable� Here l is a length scale parameter� corresponding
directly to the distance in input space over which signi	cant variation in the function
values is expected� while a determines the prior variance�

A summary of inference with GPs is as follows �for details see e�g� �� ���� The
student assumes that outputs y are generated from the �clean� values of a hypothesis
function ��x� by adding Gaussian noise of x
independent variance ��� The joint
distribution of a set of training outputs fylg and the function values ��x� is then
also Gaussian� with covariances given �under the student model� by

hylymi � C�xl� xm� � ���lm � �K�lm� hyl��x�i � C�xl� x� � �k�x��l ���

Here I have de	ned an n � n matrix K and an x
dependent n
component vector
k�x�� The posterior distribution P ��jD� is obtained by conditioning on the fylg� it
is again Gaussian and has mean and variance

h��x�i�jD � ���x� � k�x�TK��y ���

h���x� � ���x���i�jD � C�x� x� � k�x�TK��k�x� ���

From the student�s point of view� this solves the inference problem� The best pre


diction for ��x� on the basis of the data D is ���x�� with a �squared� error bar
given by ���� The squared deviation between the prediction and the teacher is

���x� � ���x���� the average generalization error �which� as a function of n� de	nes
the learning curve� is obtained by averaging this over the posterior distribution of
teachers� all datasets� and the test input x� Of course the student does not know the
true posterior of the teacher� to estimate �� she must assume that it is identical to
the student posterior� The resulting generalization error estimate �� coincides with
the true error � if the student model matches the true teacher model� � and then
gives the Bayes error� i�e� the best achievable �average� generalization performance
for the given teacher�

The evidence or data likelihood is P �D� �
R
d�P �Dj��P ���� i�e� the average of the

likelihood P �Dj�� �Qn
l������

������ exp��yl���xl���������� over the prior� Since

the prior over the ��xl� is a zero mean Gaussian with covariance matrix C�xl� xm��
the integral can be done analytically and one 	nds

E � �

n
lnP �D� � ��

�
ln����� �

�n
yTK��y � �

�n
ln jKj ���



The �normalized log
� evidence E depends� through K� on all student model hy

perparameters� i�e� �� and any parameters specifying the covariance function� I
will analyse the model selection algorithm which chooses these parameters� for each
data set D� by maximizing E� For one particular hyperparameter the maximum
can in fact be found analytically� if we write C�x� x�� � a �C�x� x�� and �� � a����
then the second term in ��� scales as ��a and the third one gives the a
dependent

contribution ����� lna� maximizing over a gives a � n��yT �K��y and

max
a

E � ��

�
ln����n�� �

�
� �

�
ln�yT �K��y�� �

�n
ln j �Kj

Note that the value of a does not a�ect the student�s predictions ���� but only scales
the error bars ����

� Calculating the evidence

A theoretical analysis of the average generalization performance obtained by max

imizing the evidence for each data set D is di�cult because the optimal hyperpa

rameter values �uctuate with D� However� a good approximation�at least for not
too small n�can be obtained by neglecting these �uctuations� and considering the
hyperparameter values that maximize the average �E of the evidence over all data
sets D of given size n produced by the teacher� To perform the average� I assume in
what follows that the teacher is also a GP� but with a possibly di�erent covariance
function C��x� x�� and noise level ��� � For 	xed training inputs� the average of ylym

is then �K��lm � C��xl� xm� � ����lm� and inserting into ��� gives

�E � ��

�
ln������� �

�n
htrK�K��i � �

�n
hln j���Kji ���

where the remaining averages are over the distribution of training inputs� To tackle
these� it is convenient to decompose �using Mercer�s theorem� the covariance func

tion into its eigenfunctions �i�x� and eigenvalues �i� de	ned w�r�t� the input distri

bution so that hC�x� x���i�x��ix� � �i�i�x� with the corresponding normalization
h�i�x��j �x�ix � �ij � Then

C�x� x�� �
�X
i��

�i�i�x��i�x
��� and similarly C��x� x�� �

�X
i��

��i �i�x��i�x
�� ���

For simplicity I assume here that the student and teacher covariance functions have
the same eigenfunctions �but di�erent eigenvalues�� This is not as restrictive as it
may seem� several examples are given below�

Introducing the diagonal eigenvalue matrix ���ij � �i�ij and the �design matrix�
���li � �i�x

l�� one now has K � �� � ���T� and similarly for K�� In the second
term of ��� we need trK�K��� the Woodbury formula gives the required inverse as
K�� � ���I � ����G�T�� where G � ���� � ����T����� A little algebra then
yields

trK�K�� � �������tr �I����G� � tr������I����G� � n����
�� ���

and the training inputs appear only via the matrix G� A similar reduction is possible
for the third term of ���� The eigenvalues of the matrix ���K � I � ������T

are easily seen to be the same as the nontrivial ��� �� ones of I � �����T�� so
that ln j���Kj � ln jI � �����T�j� If we generalize the de	nition of G to G �
���� � vI � ����T���� and also de	ne T �v� � ln j���� � v�Gj� then T ��� � �
and so

ln j���Kj � ln jI������T�j � T ����T ��� �

Z �

�

dv tr �����v���� trG� � �



Eqs� ��� � show that all the averages required in ��� are of the form htrMGi with
some matrix M� I derived an accurate approximation for such averages in �� ���
with the result htrMGi � trMG where

G�� � ��� �
�
v �

n

�� � g�n� v�

�
I �!�

and the function g�n� v� is determined by the self
consistency equation g � trG�
Using this approximation and ��� � in ��� gives� after a few rearrangements�

�E � ��

�
ln������� �

�

��� � tr�����G
�� � g

� �

�n

Z �

�

dv g��� v�� g�n� v�� ����

where in the second term G and g are evaluated at v � �� This approxima

tion for the average �normalized log
� evidence is the main result of this paper�
The true �E is known to achieve its maximum value when the student and teacher
model are exactly matched� since the deviation from this maximum is essentially
the KL
divergence between the student and teacher distributions over data sets�
Remarkably� this property is preserved by the approximation ����� a rather lengthy
calculation shows that it has a stationary point w�r�t� variation of � and �� �which
numerically always turns out to be maximum� at � � �� and �� � ��� �

� Examples

If the eigenvalue spectra � and �� are known� the approximation ���� for the
average evidence can easily be evaluated numerically and maximized over the hy

perparameters� �As in the case of the unaveraged evidence ���� the maximization
over the overall amplitude factor a can be carried out analytically�� The resulting
generalization performance can then be predicted using the results of ���

As a 	rst example scenario� consider inputs x which are binary vectors� with d
components xa � f��� �g� and assume that the input distribution is uniform� I
consider covariance functions for student and teacher which depend on the product
x 	 x� only� this includes the standard choices �e�g� OU and RBF� which depend on
the Euclidean distance jx � x�j� since jx � x�j� � �d � �x 	 x�� All these have the
same eigenfunctions  �� so our above assumption is satis	ed� The eigenfunctions
are indexed by subsets 	 of f�� � 
 
 
 dg and given explicitly by ���x� �

Q
a�� xa� The

corresponding eigenvalues depend only on the size s � j	j of the subsets and are
therefore �ds�
fold degenerate� letting e � ��� � 
 
 
 �� be the �all ones� input vector�
they have the values �s � hC�x� e����x�ix� These can easily be found numerically
for any d� but here I focus on the limit of large d where all results can be obtained in
closed form� If we write C�x� x�� � f�x 	 x��d�� the eigenvalues become� for d���
�s � d�sf �s���� and the contribution to C�x� x� � f��� from the s
th eigenvalue
block is �s � �ds��s � f �s�����s"� consistent with f��� �

P�
s�� f

�s�����s" The �s�
because of their scaling with d� become in	nitely separated for d��� For training
sets of size n � O�dL�� one then sees in �!� that eigenvalues with s � L contribute
as if n � �� since �s 
 n���� � g�� these correspond to components of the teacher
that have e�ectively not yet been learned ��� On the other hand� eigenvalues with
s  L are completely suppressed and have been learnt perfectly� A hierarchical
learning process thus results� where di�erent scalings of n with d�as de	ned by
L�correspond to di�erent �learning stages�� Formally� one can analyse the stages

�This assumption simpli�es the determination of the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues�
For large d� one expects distributions with continuously varying x and the same �rst� and
second�order statistics to give similar results ����



separately by letting d�� at a constant ratio � � n��dL� of the number of examples

to the number of parameters to be learned at stage L �note �dL� � O�dL� for large d��
A replica calculation along the lines of Ref� �� shows that the approximation ����
for the average evidence actually becomes exact in this limit� Fluctuations in E
across di�erent data sets also tend to zero so that considering �E rather than E
introduces no error�

Intriguingly� the resulting exact expression for the evidence at stage L turns out
to depend only on two functions of the student hyperparameters� Setting fL �P

s�L �s �so that f� � f����� they are fL����� and �L� The learning curve analysis

in �� showed that these correspond� respectively� to the student�s assumed values
for the e�ective level of noise and for the signal to be learnt in the current stage�
Independently of the number of training examples �� the evidence as calculated
above can be shown to be maximal when these two parameters match the true values
for the teacher� and it follows from the results of �� that the resulting generalization
error is then optimal� i�e� equal to the Bayes error� This implies in particular that
over	tting maxima cannot occur�

A 	rst implication of the above analysis is that even though evidence maximization
can ensure optimal generalization performance� the resulting hyperparameter val

ues are not meaningful as estimates of the underlying �true� values of the teacher�
Consider e�g� the case where the student assumes an OU covariance function� i�e�
C�x� x�� � exp�jx � x�j��ld����� and therefore f�z� � exp�p�� �z�l�� but the
teacher has an RBF covariance function� with C��x� x�� � exp�jx � x�j����l�d��
and f��z� � exp��� � z��l��� �The length scales have been scaled by d��� to get
sensible behaviour for d���� Then one has� for example�

�� � e�
p
��l� �� � ����

p
�l�� ��� � e���l

�

� � ��� � ����l
�
�

For a given teacher length scale l�� the optimal value of the student length scale l
determined from the criterion �L � ��L will therefore generally di�er from l�� and
actually depend on the learning stage L� Similarly� the optimal student noise level
will not be identical to the true teacher noise level� At stage L � �� for example�
the optimal choice of length scale implies l� � l��� but then f� � � � �� � �� will
di�er from f�� and the optimality condition f���� � f�� ���� implies that �� �� ��� �

A second interesting feature is that� since the �L and fL depend in a com

plicated way on the hyperparameters� the optimality conditions �L � ��L and
fL����� � f�L������ may have more than one solution� or none at all� depending

on the situation� An example is shown in Fig� � �left�� For a noise free ���� � ��
RBF teacher with l� � �
��� one has ��� � �
��� and at learning stage L � � there
are two very di�erent optimal assignments for the student length scale� l � �
��!
and l � �
�� �marked by arrows in Fig� �� which achieve ���l� � ���� the corre

sponding optimal noise levels are also very di�erent at �� � �
���� and �� � �
����
respectively� At stage L � �� on the other hand� ��� � �
���� and there is no value
of the student length scale l for which ���l� � ���� One 	nds that the evidence is in
this case maximized by choosing l as large as possible� With l large� all �i for i � �
are very small� and the student�s assumed e�ective noise
to
signal ratio �f��������
thus becomes large� The results of �� imply that the generalization error will decay
extremely slowly in this case� and in fact not at all in the strict limit l��� Here
we therefore have a case where suboptimal performance results from evidence max

imization� for the reason that the �ideal� evidence maximum cannot be reached by
tuning the chosen hyperparameters� Including a tunable overall amplitude factor a
for the student�s covariance function and noise level would� for the example values
used above� solve this problem� and in fact produce a one
parameter family of op

timal assignments of a� l and ��� One might expect this to be the generic situation
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Figure �� Left� Illustration of choice of optimal length scale in a scenario with large
input space dimension d� for an OU student learning an RBF teacher with length
scale l� � �
��� Evidence maximization gives the optimality criterion �L � ��L for
learning stage L� At stage L � �� this has two solutions for the student length scale
l� marked by the arrows� while at stage L � � no solutions exist� Right� E�ects of
evidence maximization for an OU student learning an RBF teacher� for input space
dimension d � �� Shown is a sample from one of the runs for n � �� summarized in
Fig� �� Inset� Training data �circles� and Bayes optimal prediction function� Main
graph� Di�erence between the prediction of the OU student and the Bayes
optimal
prediction� for hyperparameters set equal to those of the teacher ��� � l � �
��
a � �� thin line�� Evidence maximization gives a larger l and thus a smoother
student prediction that di�ers less from the Bayes
optimal prediction �bold line��

but even here there are counterexamples� the optimality conditions imply equality
of the student�s e�ective noise
to
signal ratio� �L � �fL��������L with that of the
teacher� But �L is independent of the amplitude factor a and � fL����L� and the
latter ratio may be bounded above zero� e�g� f���� � � for any l for an OU student�
For su�ciently low ��L there is then no choice of l for which �L � ��L�

In the second example scenario� I consider continuous
valued input vectors� uni

formly distributed over the unit interval �� ��� generalization to d dimensions
�x � �� ��d� is straightforward� For covariance functions which are stationary� i�e�
dependent on x and x� only through x� x�� and assuming periodic boundary con

ditions �see �� for details�� one then again has covariance function
independent
eigenfunctions� They are indexed by integers� q� with �q�x� � e��iqx� the corre

sponding eigenvalues are �q �

R
dxC��� x�e���iqx� For the ��periodi	ed� version of

the� RBF covariance function C�x� x�� � a exp��x � x������l���� for example� one
has �q � exp���q����� where �q � ��lq� The OU case C�x� x�� � a exp��jx� x�j�l��
on the other hand� gives �q � �� � �q����� thus �q � q�� for large q� I also con

sider below covariance functions which interpolate in smoothness between the OU
and RBF limits� E�g� the MB� �modi	ed Bessel� covariance C�x� x�� � e�b�� � b��
with b � jx�x�j�l� yields functions which are once di�erentiable ��� its eigenvalues
�q � ��� �q���� show a faster asymptotic power law decay� �q � q�	� than those of
the OU covariance function� Writing the asymptotic behaviour of the eigenvalues
generally as �q � q�r� and similarly ��q � q�r� � one has r � � for OU� r � �
for MB�� and �due to the faster
than
power law decay of its eigenvalues� e�ectively
r � � for RBF� For the case of a 	xed student model ��� the generalization error

�Since �q 	 �
�q� one can assume q � 
 if all �q for q � 
 are taken as doubly

degenerate�
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Figure �� Evidence maximization for a teacher with MB� covariance function� l� �
��� � �
�� and inputs x uniformly distributed over �� ��� Bold lines� simulation
averages over �� to �� data sets� thin lines� theory� Left� Hyperparameters a� l� ��

and generalization error � for OU student� the more slowly decaying generalization
error �
xed for a 	xed student model with l � �� � �
�� a � � is also shown� For the
MB� �middle� and RBF �right� students� �� is close to constant at �� � ��� in both
theory and simulation and not shown� Dotted lines indicate the Bayes
optimal
scaling of the asymptotic generalization error� � � n���	� which with evidence
maximization is obtained even in the cases with model mismatch �OU and RBF��

� then generically decays as a power law with n for large n� If the student assumes
a rougher function than the teacher provides �r  r��� the asymptotic power law
exponent � � n��r����r is determined by the student alone� In the converse case�
the asymptotic decay is � � n��r�����r and can be very slow� actually becoming
logarithmic for an RBF student �r � ��� For r � r�� the fastest decay for given
r� is obtained� as expected from the properties of the Bayes error�

The predictions for the e�ect of evidence maximization� based on ����� are shown in
Fig� � for the case of an MB� teacher �r� � �� being learned by a student with OU
�r � ��� MB� �r � �� and RBF �r � �� covariance functions� Simulation results�
obtained by averaging over �� to �� data sets for each n� are also shown� The most
striking feature is that the theory predicts that in all three cases the generalization
error now decays with the optimal power law scaling � � n��r�����r� � n���	� the
simulations are consistent with this� In particular� for the RBF student the loga

rithmically slow learning has been eliminated� For the case of the MB� student�
the theory predicts that the optimal values of the student hyperparameters are con

stant and identical to those of the teacher� this is as expected since then the models
match exactly� The simulations again agree� though for small n the e�ects of our
approximation of averaging the evidence over data sets and only then maximizing
it become apparent� For the OU student� inspection of the simulation results shows
that the evidence maximum can� for some data sets� result in either one of two
extreme hyperparameter assignments� �� � �� in which case the rough OU covari

ance function takes all noise on the teacher�s underlying smooth target function as
genuine signal� or l very large so that the covariance function is essentially constant
and the student interprets the data as a constant function plus noise� Instances
of the 	rst type reduce the average of the optimal ��
values� a trend which the
theory correctly predicts� but have a much stronger e�ect on the average optimal
l through the rare occurrence of large values� our theory based on neglecting �uc

tuations cannot account for this� For larger n� where theory and simulation agree



well� the optimal length scale l increases with n� This makes intuitive sense� since it
e�ectively reduces the excessive roughness in the functions from the student�s OU
prior to produce a better match to the smoother teacher MB� covariance function�
An example of this e�ect is shown in Fig� � �right�� For the RBF student� the
opposite trend in the variation of the optimal length scale l is seen� as n increases�
l must be reduced prevent the student from over
smoothing features of the rougher
teacher�

In summary� the theory presented above shows that evidence maximization goes
a long way towards making GP regression robust against model mismatch� The
exact results for input spaces of large dimension d � � show that evidence maxi

mization yields the �Bayes
�optimal generalization performance� as long as the true
evidence maximum is achievable with the chosen hyperparameters� The optimal hy

perparameter values are not� however� meaningful as estimates of the corresponding
teacher parameters� In the low
dimensional scenarios analysed� the theory predicts
correctly that the optimal decay of the generalization error with training set size is
obtained even for mismatched models� mainly by appropriate adaptation of the co

variance function length scale� As an issue for further work� it would be interesting
to derive the asymptotic decay of the generalization error analytically from ����� in
particular� one suspects that a continually increasing length scale �as for the OU
student shown in Fig� �� cannot represent the true asymptotic behaviour since even

tually the student covariance function would degenerate into a constant� Also� a
closer understanding of the e�ect of increasing d would be worthwhile� For example�
the fact that for d�� continuous ranges of optimal hyperparameter assignments
can occur suggests that large �uctuations in the optimal values should be seen if
scenarios with large but 	nite d are considered�
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